
Chronicles of an Island Parish no.59 - 9th September 2019 

Dear Readers, 

As you can see I started writing this Chronicles 3 months ago…it now  
becomes my Advent-Christmas edition. With this in mind, the reason for a 
long gap of silence. 

During this time an initial article has appeared in an international publication 
on Flags over St Helena. I am now in the process of revision, correction and 
extended to publish September 2020 in a specific UK magazine directed to 
towards historic issues of St Helena. 

I am also currently gleaning and gathering facts about Catholic connections 
from 1502 on the Island, commencing with the Portuguese seafarers building 
the first of several chapels in ‘Chappell Valley’ i.e., Jamestown; interesting 
feature of Japanese Jesuit teenage students coming ashore in 1584 en-route 
to Rome to seek an audience with the Pope – two in actual fact; of their 
ultimate return 4 years later to Japan, of several of them becoming 
persecuted priests and one dying as a martyr and recently being canonised. 
Also the often un-reported details of the Catholic connections with Napoléon 
while in exile, his death, burial and translation 20 odd years later. 

Further sourcing material for an article of over a dozen ‘Punch houses’ or 
taverns (= pubs) that could be found stretching along just the first mile from 
the harbour into the main street; this being the basic reason while Queen 
Victoria insisted that the Anglican cathedral be the church up in the country-
side away from the vices of James Town; consequently a cathedral but not in 
the only ‘city’ or capital. (‘Jamestown’ as one word came later, the opposite to 
‘Capetown’ that became 2 words while still in Afrikaans one word ‘Kaapstad’ 
or just the ‘The Cape’ still referred to as ‘iKapa’ or ‘le Cap’  in isiXhosa or 
French…shades of author Lawrence Green!). 

Assisted by several other interested folk, also promoting a first-off Motor 
Show of petrol-driven vehicles from 1929 (Austin 7 RK saloon) first on the 
Island to a cut-off date being about 1980. This span of time would include a 
1951 Austin Champ (UK’s answer to the USA Wiley’s jeep) and several 
original Land-Rover Series after their introduction in 1948. We hope to hold it 
mid 2020. 

(Addendum to the above paragraph: yesterday 11th during the course of the 
day I met Nicholas Thorpe, probably the biggest landowner on the Island, 
numerous businesses and with deep ancestral roots here. He knows I speak 
German. He invited me to his home ‘Woodlands’ to meet a Claudius Maintz, 
This meant nothing to me. Arrived early evening to find myself  bouncing on 
roads of his one farms around in several classic vehicles that Nick owns while 
Claudius as a roving reporter and photographer for the German car magazine 



Auto Bild took fotos for a forthcoming feature article in that publication. (This 
magazine is part of the Axel Springer group that publish Der Spiegel = Time / 
Newsweek, etc.) One of the short drives was in a 1951/2 Austin Champ, 
another in a Humber (Snipe ?) which had previously been the Governor’s car. 
Claudius has just published a feature article on the numerous series of Land-
Rovers on the Falklands / las Malvinas….I gathered about 60% of vehicles in 
running condition there are Land-Rovers (with or without the hyphen) of 
various series, types and models to a population of less that 4000).  

And being often ‘involved’ as Secretary of our Yacht Club with the current 
yacht season…among them this first weekend of December of 3 newish 
catamarans with delivery crews on board sailing them to owners in the 
Caribbean. Cape Town is one of the world leaders in manufacturing yachts 
especially catamarans. Two of the crew, a father and son, I know from Cape 
Town. They will arrive at St Thomas Is. In the new year. 

And other news: our Wharf-side pool continues to remain shut due to several 
defective filtration problems and flaking pool-paint on the walls and floor 
below water-level – AND its summer and school holidays….those who need 
to swim (which would need to be me) at present are swimming from the 
Wharf middle-steps out to the visible wreck of the ‘S.S. Papanui’ in the bay 
about 360m / 400yards off-shore. She sank there in 1911. 

In the next few days I need to fulfil the annual obligation of renewal of my 
Driver’s licence. Here on St Helena if you are over 70 it has to be done every 
twelve months with every second year a full medical check-up including blood 
tests, diabetes control, ECG and of course eye tests; a medical tutti _ not just 
a simple eye-test. If you’re not a resident it costs £85 plus the actual 
certificate of £14 from the P.O. Fortunately I have Island Rates so it is a 
pittance in comparison. 

This past Second Sunday of Advent, 8th December, as Catholic 
representative I attended the Induction of the new Baptist pastor with his wife 
and children. They came from East London, Eastern Cape, South Africa. This 
local community has been without a recognised pastor for over 3 years – lay 
preachers and folk keeping the community going. The previous pastor also 
from Durban, South Africa parted company with that Church several years 
ago due to conflict over several issues. He, his wife and adult married son 
and his children remained here. The establishment of the Baptist church 
community predates the Catholic community by a few years but the actual 
church buildings were opened in the same year of 1854. It is the Baptist 
cemetery in the country that the vast number of Boer POWs who died here 
are buried…our Catholic cemetery has one: a Hungarian POW from that 
time. 

Generally speaking in South African history it is recognised that Britain was 
the aggressor and invader and most certainly not the liberator. It took 



generations for Afrikaners or Boere to accept English-speaking South 
Africans as patriots. Even when my Brother joined the SA Police as a young 
man the two language groups had to be trained separately due to the 
underlying mistrust. 

So now you have a rough idea what I have been doing other than running the 
parish and ensuring regular prayer time….but back to the original start of the 
Chronicles…  

I’d like to direct the following section of this Chronicles, started in September, 
in part to a painful building block in the social history and human development 
of St Helena and its inhabitants. 

Its now over 2 years that I have lived and worked on St Helena since 
stepping ashore on the famous Wharf Steps having been ferried from the 
‘RMS St Helena’; it was 15th September 2017. This points to other far more 
traumatic arrivals. 

Some of you may be aware that St Helena Island’s founding history is 
steeped in slavery of real people in tangible servitude as Cape Town far 
removed from the distant orchestrations of commercial enterprises as in 
Liverpool. 

That is until the enlightened Governor Hudson Lowe in 1827, though the 
bane in the life of Napoléon in exile, decided to start the process of liberation 
of children born of slaves bound to servitude on the Island. This occurred 
while the Island was still under the authority of the English India Company 
and prior to the Abolition of Slavery in August 1833 in Britain and all British 
territories with the exception of two overseas one of which was St Helena 
under the authority of the Company and Governor Lowe occurred six years 
earlier. 

However even after Britain’s Emancipation of slaves a task given to the 
British Royal Navy to capture other nations’ slavers (=ships) liberating slaves 
in what is called the Middle Passage, thousands were just dumped on St 
Helena Island and more-or-less forgotten. 

Consequently several areas of St Helena as Lemon Valley and Rupert’s 
Valley become the places of living, dying and burial of slaves. 

Particularly Rupert’s over time became a vast cemetery of hurried burials with 
little or no demarcation. 

Fast forward. Still buried but more recently with many being unearthed, the 
moral remains are now mostly put into cardboard boxes and for the time 
being placed in storage in the storeroom, of all places, our singular archaic 
and frequent condemned prison. 



What to do and how to progress finally giving historic dignity to these slaves 
of the past remains a persistent dilemma which all concerned, government 
and Saints struggle with: where and how, remains unanswered. 

Several models have been suggested one being similar to Cape Town’s at 
the intersection of Somerset Road, Buitengracht & Waterkant streets on the 
grounds of St Andrew’s Presbyterian church. Finances don’t seem to be the 
only issue but also an overall concept and the determination to proceed. 

Here ends the original part of the September Chronicles. 

Our shops, Main-Market Street and many home-fronts are festooned now 
with Christmas decorations. During down from the country side into 
Jamestown it is spectacular to see the homes on the hillsides all lit-up with 
various Christmas lights. Some shops could well compete with those of 
Tesco or Pick n’ Pay despite minuscule budgets and still take First Prize. 

Attended a very postponed high school annual awards occasion…always 
enlightening that even here the head-boy in his speech of Appreciation 
quotes Nelson Mandela on education. Cody Yon is the son of one of our local 
diving instructors, extremely competent but equally effacive among his peers 
and adults; he’s twice competed as a swimmer in the Commonwealth 
Games. 

Notice I have written nothing about Brexit: here on St Helena the Saints don’t 
care as they have no say in the matter despite being British Subjects since 
the 17th century as the have no voting rights and there are no political 
parties. It is also an interesting phenomena that after an initial signing up for 
television reception several years ago that meanwhile very many have 
cancelled their contracts. Other than English football & HM The Queen there 
is very little interest in ‘Britain today’. 

As of Monday’s  Solemnity of the Immaculate Conception our three island’s 
sui juris & the Falklands / Isles Malvinas have a new Prefect of our 
Congregation of the Evangelisation of the Peoples at the Vatican in Rome. 
Cardinal Luis Antonio (nickname: Chito) Tagle is a Filipino and is considered 
as second to our Holy Father, the Pope and a position often referred to as the 
‘Red Pope’. One of our Filipinos here was confirmed by him in Manila. 
Apparently the Prefect encourages and likes to be addressed just as ‘Chito’ = 
Worthy friend. 

Today on the anniversary of my ordination to the Priesthood of our Lord 
Jesus Christ (1976) seems a good time to stop and send this edition of the 
Chronicles. Mt ordination place in front of the Schoenstatt Shrine in 
Constantia, Cape Town. I was ordained by Owen Cardinal McCann of Cape 
Town and two further bishops. I do recall it was also a blistering sunny day 
and many in attendance got sunburnt and all of the coloured fotos taken on a 



very newly introduced Japanese spool film have all turned green (Nb Keith ! 
but no hard feelings). 

Celebrating Holy Mass today by myself afforded me a quiet time to reflect on 
every so many people who over the years since I was 12 have been 
instrumental or accompanied me to this reality…including the tragic death of 
my father 4 days before Christmas in 1953. 

And the next Chronicles will be to encounter many of you vis-à-vis. 

With prayerful wishes in these final weeks of Advent as you await in joy 
celebrating and commemorating the birth of our Saviour as the Christ Child. 

Father David 

 


